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Abstract
We study contributions of single scalar or vector leptoquark (LQ) to loop-induced Higgs processes, gluon fusion
production (gg → h) and h → γγ decay, by analyzing the current Higgs data from the LHC Run I and II.
Scalar LQ is studied in a model independent way, while the vector LQ U1(3,1, 2/3) is discussed in the ’4321’
model. Constraints on the interactions of LQ and Higgs boson are obtained. We provide a method to determine
vacuum expectation values υ3 and υ1 of the new scalar fields Ω3 and Ω1 in the ’4321’ model via the combination
of Higgs data and measurements of RD(∗) and RK(∗) .
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1 Introduction
In the last few years accumulated experimental results of semileptonic B-meson decays point to lepton
flavour universality violation (LFUV). In the case of flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) transition
b → sµ+µ−, ratios RK(∗) = B(B¯→K
(∗)µ+µ−)
B(B¯→K(∗)e+e−) measured by the LHCb collaboration are lower than the
SM expectations by ∼ 2.6σ [1–4]. For b → cℓν (ℓ = e, µ) charged current case, measurements of
RD =
B(B¯→Dτ−ν¯)
B(B¯→Dℓ−ν¯) and RD∗ =
B(B¯→D∗τ−ν¯)
B(B¯→D∗ℓ−ν¯) from experiments are higher than the SM expectations by
∼ 2.3σ and ∼ 3.4σ, respectively [5–13]. As popular candidates for explaining B-anomalies, leptoquarks
(LQs) are extensively discussed in specific ultraviolet (UV) theories or model-independently (see,
e.g, [14–51]).
LQs are hypothetical color-triplet bosons that carry both baryon and lepton numbers [52–54]. They
naturally appear in many extensions of the Standard Model (SM) such as Pati-Salam model [55], grand
unification theories based on SU(5) [56] and SO(10) [57], extended technicolor [58], and composite-
ness [59]. According to their properties under the Lorentz transformations, LQs can be either scalar
(spin 0) or vector (spin 1). Several models suggest LQs mass of TeV-scale.
LQs can also couple to Higgs boson and considerably modify loop-induced Higgs processes, gluon
fusion production (ggF ) and h→ γγ decay, without appreciably changing kinematics of theses process.
Scalar LQs interact with the Higgs boson at tree level via Higgs portal interactions. Their contributions
to loop-induced Higgs processes can be studied model-independently [53,60,61]. Vector LQs, as gauge
fields in full fledged models, make contributions to the loop processes that are sensitive to the gauge
sector of the ultraviolet (UV) theories which they belong to. ggF predominates the Higgs production
processes at the LHC. And the LHC is sensitive to h → γγ decay process. After the discovery of
the 125 GeV Higgs boson by the ATLAS [62] and CMS [63] experiments in 2012, precisely measuring
properties of the Higss boson are then performed by the ATLAS and CMS experiments with LHC
Run I and II data sets [64–66]. Globally analyzing these measurements, in some sense, can guide us
for LQs study.
Constraints on scalar LQs are obtained by Ref. [53] via analyzing Higgs data from the LHC Run I
reported by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations [67,68]. We update these results via comprehensively
analyzing Higgs data from the LHC Run I and II [64–66].
Since interactions between vector LQ and the Higgs boson as well as other gauge fields are sensitive
to the UV theories which the LQ belongs to, the contributions of vector LQ to the loop-induced Higgs
processes should be studed in a specific model. Of particular note is that U1(3,1, 2/3) with mass
of several TeV performs quite well in explaining both anomalies of RD(∗) and RK(∗) [19]. In this
article, we study U1(3,1, 2/3) originating from a particular theory, namely the ’4321’ model. One of
purposes of the model is to explain B-anomalies [21,31]. Besides obtaining the constraints on the size
of vector LQ interactions to the Higgs boson from current LHC Higgs data, we also provide a method
to determine vacuum expectation values (VEVs) υ3 and υ1 of the new scalar fields Ω3 and Ω1 in the
’4321’ model via the combination of Higgs data and measurements of RD(∗) and RK(∗).
The article is organized as follows: we first review current Higgs data from the LHC Run I and
II in Section 2. In Section 3, we model-independently study the contributions of single scalar LQ to
loop-induced Higgs processes, ggF production and h → γγ decay. Contributions of the vector LQ
U1 to these loop processes are discussed in framework of the ’4321’ model in Section 4. In the same
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section, we also discuss the determination of VEVs υ3 and υ1 of this model. Finally, conclusions for
this work are given in Section 5.
2 The LHC Higgs data
The discovery of the 125 GeV Higgs boson by the ATLAS [62] and CMS [63] experiments in 2012
is one of the greatest achievements in the history of particle physics. Precise measurements of the
Higss boson properties are then performed by these experiments. At the LHC, only products of cross
sections and branching fractions are measured. In the narrow-width approximation, the signal cross
section of an individual channel, e.g. σ(gg → H → γγ), can be factorized as [69]
σ(gg → H → γγ) = σggF · Γ
γγ
Γh
= (σggF · Bγγ)SM
κ2g · κ2γ
κ2h
, (1)
where σi and Γ
j represent measured values of i → h production and h → j decay, respectively,
and σSMi and Γ
j
SM are their SM expectations, κi are the so called ’coupling modifiers’ defined as
κ2i = σi/σ
SM
i or κ
2
i = Γ
i/ΓiSM ( all κi values equal unity in the SM ), and Γh denotes the total width
of the Higgs boson.
In 2016, the ATLAS and CMS collaborations reported measurements of the Higgs boson production
and decay rates as well as constraints on its couplings to vector bosons and fermions by using the
LHC Run I data recorded in 2011 and 2012 [64]. The integrated luminosities in each experiment are
about 5 fb−1 at
√
s = 7 TeV and 20 fb−1 at
√
s = 8 TeV. The measurements are based on five main
Higgs boson production processes (gluon fusion, vector boson fusion, and associated production with
a W or a Z boson or pair of top quarks) and six decay modes ( h→ ZZ,WW, γγ, ττ, bb and µµ ).
In 2019, the similar measurements are reported by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations via using
the Run II data set recorded by the ATLAS detector during 2015, 2016 and 2017 with the integrated
luminosity of 79.8 fb−1 at
√
s = 13 TeV [65] and the CMS detector in 2016 at
√
s = 13 TeV with the
integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb−1 [66], respectively.
The Higgs boson with mass of mh = 125.09 GeV is assumed in all the above experimental analyses.
These measurements normalized to the SM predictions are listed in Table 1. From Table 1 we can
see that measurements obtained by each experiment from the LHC Run I or Run II are precisely
consistent within error with their SM predictions. This implies that NP properly lies in a scale much
higher than the mass of Higgs boson, and new heavy particles carrying electric and colour charge
may still be present in the loop-induced Higgs processes, ggF production and h→ γγ decay, without
appreciably changing kinematics of theses process [61,70–75].
To test our point of view, we perform a fit to these measurements by minimizing a χ2 function,
which is defined as
χ2Higgs =
28∑
i=1
28∑
j=1
[Ei − Ti]C−1ij [Ej − Tj ], (2)
where Ei denotes experimentally measured σggF · BZZ , σi/σggF or Bi/BZZ and Ti is its theoretical
expectation. C is a 28 × 28 covariance matrix, which can be constructed by using the standard
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Table 1: Best fit values of σ(gg → h→ ZZ), σi/σggF and Bf/BZZ obtained from different experiments.
The measurements are normalized to the SM predictions.
Measurements
Values
ATLAS & CMS [64] ATLAS [65] CMS [66]√
s = 8 TeV
√
s = 13 TeV
√
s = 13 TeV
σggF · BZZ 1.16 + 0.26− 0.24 1.13 + 0.13− 0.13 1.07 + 0.20− 0.18
σV BF /σggF 1.33
+ 0.44
− 0.36 1.23
+ 0.32
− 0.27 0.6
+ 0.30
− 0.24
σWH/σggF 0.84
+ 0.76
− 0.71 1.26
+ 0.59
− 0.45 2.19
+ 0.86
− 0.69
σZH/σggF 3.06
+ 1.84
− 1.48 1.01
+ 0.47
− 0.35 0.88
+ 0.34
− 0.27
σttH+tH/σggF 3.28
+ 1.15
− 1.02 1.20
+ 0.31
− 0.27 1.06
+ 0.34
− 0.27
Bγγ/BZZ 0.81 + 0.21− 0.16 0.87 + 0.14− 0.12 1.14 + 0.28− 0.20
BWW/BZZ 0.83 + 0.20− 0.16 0.85 + 0.18− 0.15 1.23 + 0.27− 0.22
Bττ/BZZ 0.76 + 0.26− 0.21 0.86 + 0.26− 0.22 1.07 + 0.37− 0.30
Bbb/BZZ 0.20 + 0.21− 0.12 0.93 + 0.38− 0.28 0.84 + 0.37− 0.27
Bµµ/BZZ − − 0.63 + 1.24− 1.21
Figure 1: Two dimensional likelihood contours at 68% and 95% C.L. in (κg, κγ) plane obtained from
the LHC Run I and Run II Higgs data. The cross and triangle are the best-fit value and SM prediction,
respectively.
errors and corresponding correlations between these measurements obtained from the original articles
published.
Assuming that BSM contributes to the loop processes only, we have
κ2h =
Γh
ΓSMh
. (3)
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In this case, the coupling modifiers κγ and κg are free and other κi are fixed to unity. The best fit to
the measurements yields
κγ = 1.008 ± 0.042, κg = 1.025 ± 0.040, (4)
with the correlation between the two quantities ρ = −0.34. Two dimensional likelihood contours at
68% and 95% C.L. in (κg, κγ) plane are shown in Fig. 1. The fitting results are in good agreement
within error with the SM predictions ( errors of κγ and κg are both reduced to about 4% ), which
further support our argument of NP only modifying loop-induced Higgs processes.
The appropriate cumulative distribution functions are used to obtain the upper bounds for this
and following analysis, namely, 68% (95%) best-fit region satisfies χ2 − χ2min ≤ 0.99 (3.84) for one
parameter, and χ2 − χ2min ≤ 2.28 (5.99) for two parameters.
3 Scalar LQs
By using transformations under the SM gauge group GSM = SU(3)c×SU(2)L×U(1)Y as the classifica-
tion criterion, there are six possible scalar LQ multiplets [53]: S3(3,3, 1/3), R2(3,2, 7/6), R˜2(3,2, 1/6),
S˜1(3,1, 4/3), S1(3,1, 1/3), S¯1(3,1,−2/3). The first number, the second one and the last one within
each brackets indicates the QCD representation, the weak isospin representation and the weak hyper-
charge, respectively.
The colorless vacuum requires that these colored scalars cannot acquire their masses via sponta-
neous symmetry breaking [61]. Assuming weak components of single scalar LQ multiplet (S) to be
degenerate at the electroweak scale, namely the mass of scalar LQ, mS, is a free parameter, the Higgs
portal interaction reads [53]
L ∋ −λS(S†iaSia)(H†jHj) = −λSυ(S†iaSia)h, (5)
where i, j are weak indices, a represents color index, λS is the coupling constant for the LQ-Higgs-LQ
vertex, υ is vacuum expectation of the Higgs boson with υ = 246.22 GeV.
Contributions of S to loop-induced Higgs processes arise from Eq. (5), and are described by only
two independent parameters, λS and mS . For convenience, a new parameter ξS(λS ,m
2
S) ≡ λS(υ/mS)2
is introduced.
In the SM, W boson and top quark loops dominate the partial decay width of h→ γγ decay. The
partial decay width in presence of single scalar LQ S is given by
Γ(h→ γγ) = GFα
2
emm
3
h
128
√
2π3
∣∣∣∣∣F1(xW ) + 43F1/2(xt) +∑
i
ξS
2
d(rS)Q
2
SiF0(xS)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (6)
where GF and αem are the Fermi and fine-structure constants, respectively, QSi is electric charge of
the weak component Si of single representation S, the sum of i is taken over the weak components,
d(rS) represents the dimension of the color representation, and xi ≡ m2h/(4m2i ) (i= W, t, S). The
one-loop functions F (x) read
F1(x) = [x(2x+ 3) + 3(2x − 1)f(x)] x−2,
F1/2(x) = −2 [x+ (x− 1)f(x)] x−2, (7)
F0(x) = [x− f(x)]x−2,
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with the function
f(x) =
{
arcsin2
√
x x 6 1
−14
(
log 1+
√
1−x−1
1−√1−x−1 − iπ
)2
x < 1
. (8)
Then, one can obtain normalized modification of partial decay width of h → γγ decay induced by
single scalar LQ, which is expressed as [53]
Γh→γγ
ΓSMh→γγ
= |κγ |2, where κγ = 1− 0.026ξSd(rS)
∑
i
Q2Si . (9)
In the SM, top quark loop dominates the ggF Higgs production cross section. In presence of single
scalar LQ S, the leading order parton cross section of gg → h at the partonic center mass of energy√
sˆ can be expressed as
σˆLO(gg → h) = σ0
m2h
δ(sˆ −m2h), (10)
where σ0 is proportional to the partial decay width of h→ gg decay, which is given by
σ0 =
8π2
m3h
ΓLO(h→ gg)
=
GFα
2
s(µ
2)
512
√
2π
∣∣∣∣∣∣F1/2(xt) +
NSi∑
i
ξSC(rS)F0(xS)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (11)
where α2s(µ
2) represents the strong coupling constant, F0 term induced by single scalar LQ S. C(rS)
is the index of color representation of S ( C(rS) = 1/2 for color triplet ) and NSi is the number of
weak components of S. Effects of higher order QCD are neglected, since the ratio, σ/(σ)SM , is found
to be less sensitive to that [75]. The normalized modification of ggF Higgs production cross section
induced by single scalar LQ is given by [53]
σgg→h
σSMgg→h
= |κg|2, where κg = 1 + 0.24ξSNSiC(rS). (12)
Thus for the case of single scalar LQ representation S modifies the loop-induced Higgs processes,
there is only one free parameter ξS left.
To obtain ξS , we re-perform the Higgs fit by using ξS to replace κγ and κg via Eqs. (9) and (12).
Best values of ξS with standard errors and 95% C.L. intervals for all six scalar LQ representations are
shown in Table 2. Errors of ξS for all scalar LQs obtained in this analysis are reduced more than half
compared with previous analysis in Ref. [53]. But constraints on ξS for all scalar LQs are still too loose
to acquire exact information for scalar LQs with TeV-scale masses. Table 3 shows best values of scalar
LQs masses and their lower limits at 95% C.L. in the assumption of the portal coupling λS = 1.0. If
LQs are insensitive to generation as well as their decay modes, the most stringent limits on the mass
of scalar LQs reads mS > 1560 GeV reported by the ATLAS collaboration [76]. Assuming mS = 1560
GeV, best values of portal couplings λS and their upper limits at 95% C.L. obtained from Higgs fit
are shown in Table 4.
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Table 2: Constraints on LQs from the LHC Run I and II Higgs data for all scalar LQ representations,
where ξS = λSυ
2/m2S .
Scalar LQ
ξS = λSυ
2/m2S
best fit 95% C.L.
S3(3¯,3, 1/3) 0.060 ± 0.108 [-0.173, 0.294]
R2(3,2, 7/6) 0.032 ± 0.134 [-0.241, 0.326]
R˜2(3,2, 1/6) 0.115 ± 0.162 [-0.237, 0.456]
S˜1(3¯,1, 4/3) 0.048 ± 0.245 [-0.465, 0.604]
S1(3¯,1, 1/3) 0.234 ± 0.316 [-0.452, 0.895]
S¯1(3,1,−2/3) 0.220 ± 0.329 [-0.494, 0.917]
Table 3: For the LQ-Higgs coupling λS = 1.0, best values and lower limits at 95% C.L. of scalar LQs
masses obtained from Higgs fit.
Scalar LQ
mS ( λS = 1.0 )
best fit 95% C.L.
S3(3¯,3, 1/3) 1005 GeV > 454 GeV
R2(3,2, 7/6) 1376 GeV > 431 GeV
R˜2(3,2, 1/6) 726 GeV > 364 GeV
S˜1(3¯,1, 4/3) 1124 GeV > 317 GeV
S1(3¯,1, 1/3) 509 GeV > 260 GeV
S¯1(3,1,−2/3) 525 GeV > 257 GeV
The results are expected to be significantly improved at High Luminosity (HL)-LHC. Ref. [77]
reported the projections for Higgs couplings determinations at HL-LHC with an integrated luminosity
of 3000 fb−1. The precision on κγ and κg is expected to be 2.4% and 3.1% at the ATLAS experiment
while that is 2.0% and 2.5% at the CMS experiment. Thus the precision on κγ and κg is expected to
be 1.5% and 1.9% at HL-LHC by combining the ATLAS and CMS measurements of κγ and κg. Then
we can obtain the precision on ξS expected at the HL-LHC via Eqs. (9) and (12). The approximate
relation between errors of ξS and κγ and κg read
δξS ≈
[
0.24NSiC(rS)− 0.026d(rS)
∑
i
Q2Si
]√
δ2κg + δ
2
κγ . (13)
Compared to the present precision on ξS , the situation is expected to improve by a factor of 2.4 at
the HL-LHC.
4 Vector LQ U1(3, 1, 2/3) in the ’4321’ model
Now we consider contributions of vector LQ U1(3,1, 2/3) to the loop-induced Higgs processes gg → h
and h → γγ, which LQ performs quite well in explaining both anomalies of RD(∗) and RK(∗). Our
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Table 4: For mS = 1000 GeV, best values and upper limits at 95% C.L. of the size of LQ-Higgs
coupling |λS | for scalar LQs obtained from Higgs fit.
Scalar LQ
λS ( mS = 1560 GeV )
best fit 95% C.L.
S3(3¯,3, 1/3) 2.4 < 11.8
R2(3,2, 7/6) 1.3 < 13.1
R˜2(3,2, 1/6) 4.6 < 18.3
S˜1(3¯,1, 4/3) 1.9 < 24.2
S1(3¯,1, 1/3) 9.4 < 35.9
S¯1(3,1,−2/3) 8.8 < 36.8
study in framework of the ’4321’ model [21, 31]. We first briefly review the ’4321’ model, then we
study contributions of U1 to the loop-induced Higgs processes. Constraints on the interactions of U1
with the Higgs boson from LHC Higgs data is obtained. Further more, we obtain constraints on the
VEVs υ3 and υ1 of new scalar fields Ω3 and Ω1 in the model.
4.1 The ’4321’ model
The model gauge group is expressed as G4321 = SU(4)×SU(3)′×SU(2)L×U(1)′, for whichHαµ , G′aµ ,W iµ,
B′µ denote corresponding gauge fields, g4, g3, g2, g1 the gauge couplings and T
α, T a, T i, Y ′ the gener-
ators, where the indices α = 1, ..., 15, a = 1, ..., 8, i = 1, ..., 3. The generators are normalized
in such a way that TrTATB = 12δ
AB . The SM gauge symmetry SU(3)c × U(1)Y is embedded in
SU(4)× SU(3)′ × U(1)′.
The model comprises four scalar representations: Ω3(4¯,3,1, 1/6), Ω1(4¯,1,1,−1/2), Ω15(15,1,1, 0)
and Φ(1,1,2, 1/2), where Ω3 and Ω1 are respectively a 4 × 3 matrix and a 4-vector transforming as
Ω3 → U∗4Ω3UT3′ and Ω1 → U∗4Ω1 under SU(4)×SU(3)′ and H is the Higgs doublet ( in this analysis we
neglect the effect of Ω15 ). Phenomenological considerations suggest : 〈Ω3〉 > 〈Ω1〉 > 〈Φ〉. According
to Ref. [31], the most general scalar potential involving Ω3,1 and H can be written as
V = + µ23Tr(Ω
†
3Ω3) + λ1
(
Tr(Ω†3Ω3)−
3
2
υ23
)2
+ λ2Tr
(
Ω†3Ω3 −
1
2
υ23
)2
+ µ21|Ω1|2 + λ3
(
|Ω1|2 − 1
2
υ21
)2
+ λ4
(
Tr(Ω†3Ω3)−
3
2
υ23
)(
|Ω1|2 − 1
2
υ21
)
+ λ5Ω
†
1Ω3Ω
†
3Ω1 + λ6 ([Ω3Ω3Ω3Ω1]1 + h.c.) + µ
2
ΦΦ
†Φ+ λ7
(
Φ†Φ− υ
2
2
)2
+ λ8
(
Tr(Ω†3Ω3)−
3
2
υ23
)(
Φ†Φ− υ
2
2
)
+ λ9
(
|Ω1|2 − 1
2
υ21
)(
Φ†Φ− υ
2
2
)
. (14)
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where [Ω3Ω3Ω3Ω1]1 ≡ ǫαβγδǫabc (Ω3)αa (Ω3)βb (Ω3)γc (Ω1)δ. VEV configurations [31]
〈Ω3〉 = 1√
2

υ3 0 0
0 υ3 0
0 0 υ3
0 0 0
 , 〈Ω1〉 = 1√2

0
0
0
υ1
 , (15)
together with µ23 = −3λ6υ3υ1, µ21 = −3λ6υ23/υ1 and µ2h = 0 in Eq. (14) ensure the proper G4321 → GSM
breaking. Under GSM , Ω3 and Ω1 decomposed as: Ω3 → S3(1,1, 0) ⊕ T3(3,1, 2/3) ⊕ O3(8,1, 0) and
Ω1 → S1(1,1, 0) ⊕ T∗1(3,1, 2/3). The final breaking of GSM proceeds via the Higgs doublet field
acquiring a VEV 〈Φ〉 = (0 υ)T /√2, with υ = 246.22 GeV.
The covariant derivatives of Ω3, Ω1 and Φ are given by
DµΩ3 = ∂µΩ3 + ig4H
α
µT
∗αΩ3 − ig3G′aµ T aΩ3 −
1
6
ig1B
′
µΩ3,
DµΩ1 = ∂µΩ1 + ig4H
α
µT
∗αΩ1 +
1
2
ig1B
′
µΩ1,
DµΦ = ∂µΦ − ig2W iµT iΦ−
1
2
ig1B
′
µΦ (16)
In the model, the mass of U1 and corresponding mass eigenstate expressed in terms of the original
gauge fields are given by [31]
mU =
1
2
g4
√
υ23 + υ
2
1 , (17)
and
U1,2,31µ =
1
2
(
H9,11,13µ − iH10,12,14µ
)
. (18)
Then we obtain Feynman rules of U1 interactions to scalarsU1µU∗1ν
S
(∗)
3
 : i
2
g24
υ3
4
√
3
gµν ,
U1µU∗1ν
S
(∗)
1
 : i
2
g24
υ1
2
√
2
gµν , (19)
From Eq. (16) we can see that U1 can not couple to the Higgs doublet Φ directly. U1 interacts with
the Higgs boson h via the mixing of φ(∗) and representations S(∗)3,1(1,1, 0) after the final SM breaking,
where φ represents the neutral component of the Higgs doublet and S3,1(1,1, 0) are decompositions
of Ω3,1 under the SM symmetry. In the basis (S3,S
∗
3,S1,S
∗
1, φ, φ
∗), singlet spectrum are expressed as
M2S =
M21 M22 M23 12
√
3
2λ4v1v3
1
2
√
3
2λ8vv3
1
2
√
3
2λ8vv3
M22 M21 12
√
3
2λ4v1v3 M23 12
√
3
2λ8vv3
1
2
√
3
2λ8vv3
M23 12
√
3
2λ4v1v3 λ3v
2
1 λ3v
2
1 − 3λ6 v
3
3
v1
1
2λ9vv1
1
2λ9vv1
1
2
√
3
2λ4v1v3 M23 λ3v21 − 3λ6
v33
v1
λ3v
2
1
1
2λ9vv1
1
2λ9vv1
1
2
√
3
2λ8vv3
1
2
√
3
2λ8vv3
1
2λ9vv1
1
2λ9vv1 λ7υ
2 λ7υ
2
1
2
√
3
2λ8vv3
1
2
√
3
2λ8vv3
1
2λ9vv1
1
2λ9vv1 λ7υ
2 λ7υ
2

, (20)
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where
M21 =
1
2
(3λ1 + λ2) v
2
3 + 3λ6v1v3, M22 =
1
2
(3λ1 + λ2) v
2
3 −
3
2
λ6v1v3, M23 =
√
3
2
(
3λ6v
2
3 +
1
2
λ4v1v3
)
.
It turns out M2S = 4. Two massless modes correspond to eigenvectors
SZGB =
1√
2
(0, 0, 0, 0,−1, 1) , (21)
and
SZ
′
GB =
1√
2
3υ
2
3 + υ
2
1
(
υ3√
3
, − υ3√
3
, − υ1√
2
,
υ1√
2
, 0, 0
)
, (22)
which are associated to the longitudinal degrees of freedom of the Z and Z ′, respectively. One of four
non-zero eigenvalues as well as corresponding eigenvector can be also easily obtained as
M2S0 =
3λ6υ3
(
2υ23 + 3υ
2
1
)
2υ1
, (23)
and
S0 =
1√
2
3υ
2
3 + υ
2
1
(
− υ1√
2
,
υ1√
2
, − υ3√
3
,
υ3√
3
, 0, 0
)
. (24)
Precisely acquiring mass eigenvalue of the would-be Higgs boson and corresponding eigenvector is
difficult, unless conditions such as precise value of the Higgs mass obtained from experiment as well as
other constraints are applied. We assume the Higgs boson with mass value of 125.09 GeV corresponds
to normalized eigenvector
h =
(
λS3 , λS∗3 , λS1 , λS∗1 , λφ, λφ∗
)
, (25)
where λ
S
(∗)
3
, λ
S
(∗)
1
and λφ(∗) represent mixing constants with λS3 = λS∗3 , λS1 = λS∗1 and λφ = λφ∗ , since
h is a real field. According to Eq. (19), Feynman rule of U1µU
∗
1νh should be expressed as
U1µU
∗
1νh :
i
2
g24
(
υ3
2
√
3
λS3 +
υ1√
2
λS1
)
gµν . (26)
We do not intend to further solve these mixing parameters λ
S
(∗)
3,1
. For convenience, we re-express the
Feynman rule as
U1µU
∗
1νh :
i
2
g24υgµν
υ3
υ
λV , (27)
where the U1-Higgs coupling λV =
λS3
2
√
3
+ υ1υ3
λS1√
2
, which is expected to be small according to current
Higgs measurements analyses in Section 2.
We now consider interactions among gauge bosons. The interactions are obtained from the gauge
kinetic term [31]
Lgauge = −1
4
HαµνH
α,µν − 1
4
G′aµνG
′a,µν − 1
4
W iµνW
i,µν − 1
4
B′µνB
′µν , (28)
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where definitions of field strengths Hαµν , G
′a
µν , W
i
µν and B
′
µν see [31].
Prior to electroweak symmetry breaking, the massless SU(3)c ×U(1)Y degrees of freedom of GSM
expressed in terms of the original gauge fields are given by [31]
gaµ =
g3H
a
µ + g4G
′a
µ√
g24 + g
2
3
, (29)
Bµ =
√
2
3g1H
15
µ + g4B
′
µ√
g24 +
2
3g
2
1
. (30)
The SM gauge couplings are matched as [31]
gs =
g4g3√
g24 + g
2
3
, (31)
gY =
g4g1√
g24 +
2
3g
2
1
. (32)
Then, one can obtain Feynman rules related to U1 interactions to the SM gauge boson γ and g,U1µ(k1)U∗1ν(k2)
Aρ(k3)
 : −i 23g4g1cos(θW )√
g24 +
2
3g
2
1
Vµνρ (k1, k2, k3) = −ieQUVµνρ (k1, k2, k3) , (33)

U1µ(k1)
U∗1ν(k2)
Aρ(k3)
Aσ(k4)
 : i(eQU )2 (gµρgνσ + gµσgνρ − 2gµνgρσ) , (34)
U i1µ(k1)U∗j1ν (k2)
gaρ(k3)
 : −i g4g3√
g24 + g
2
3
T aijVµνρ (k1, k2, k3) = −igsT aijVµνρ (k1, k2, k3) , (35)

U i1µ(k1)
U∗j1ν (k2)
gaρ(k3)
gbσ(k4)
 : ig2sδij δab4 (gµρgνσ + gµσgνρ − 2gµνgρσ) , (36)
where θW is the Weinberg angle, the function Vµνρ (k1, k2, k3) is defined as
Vµνρ (k1, k2, k3) = gµν(k2 − k1)ρ + gνρ(k3 − k2)µ − gρµ(k1 − k3)ν ,
with ki being four-momentum of the i-th particle ( direction towards the vertex is specified to be
positive ).
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4.2 Constraints on U1 from Higgs data
By using Eqs. (27,33-36), we obtain the partial decay width of h→ γγ and cross section of gg → h in
presence of U1
Γ(h→ γγ) = GFα
2
emm
3
h
128
√
2π3
∣∣∣∣F1(xW ) + 43F1/2(xt) + ξV d(rU )Q2UF1(xU )
∣∣∣∣2 , (37)
and
σ0 =
GFα
2
s(µ
2)
512
√
2π
∣∣F1/2(xt) + ξV F1(xU )∣∣2 , (38)
where
ξV =
g24λV υυ3
4m2U
=
λV υυ3
υ23 + υ
2
1
. (39)
In obtaining Eq. (39), we have used mass expression Eq. (17). Eq. (39) shows that the ’4321’ model’s
U1 modifications to the loop-induced Higgs processes depend on U1-Higgs coupling λV and new VEVs
υ3 and υ1 in the model rather than the mass of U1 and gauge coupling g4. This means that once ξV is
determined from the Higgs fit one can determine υ3 and υ1 by using ξV together with other condition
such as the mass of U1 determined from colliders.
For single vector LQ U1 modifying partial decay width of h → γγ and cross section of gg → h,
coupling modifiers κγ and κg are expressed with ξV , which read
κγ = 1 + 1.44ξV and κg = 1− 5.09ξV . (40)
To obtain the size of U1 interaction with the Higgs boson, we re-analyze the Higgs data by using
Eq. (40). The best value with standard error and 95% C.L. intervals of ξV obtained from the Higgs
fit are
ξV = −0.005 ± 0.008, (41)
and
ξV ∈ [−0.021, 0.011] . (42)
For U1-Higgs coupling with value of one-third (-tenth) of the electromagnetic coupling strength,
|λV | = 0.1(0.03), ξV varying as a function of υ3 for a fixed value of υ1 and combined limits on υ3 and
υ1 from the condition, υ3 > υ1 > υ, as well as current Higgs data, are shown in Fig. 2. From Fig. 2
one can see that we still need more precise Higgs measurements, since at least the sign of λV has not
been determined yet from current Higgs data. It should be noted that the result of precision on ξS
is also applicable to ξV , which means the precision on ξV is expected to improve by a factor of 2.4
compared with present situation at HL-LHC.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2: Limits on υ3 and υ1 from combination of phenomenological condition, υ3 > υ1 > υ, and
constraints from Higgs fit. The cyan region is allowed at 68% C.L. from the Higgs fit while the orange
area is allowed at 95% C.L.. The coupling size is assumed with value of (a) |λV | = 0.1 and (b)
|λV | = 0.03. The red ( green, orange ) line represents ξV varying as a function of υ3, in assuming υ1
with fixed value of 300 ( 500, 800 ) GeV.
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4.3 Combined limits on the relation of λV and υ3,1
We can further constrain the relation of λV and υ3,1 by combined limits on ξV obtained in this analysis
and mU obtained from direct searches at colliders as well as measurements of RD(∗) and RK(∗). Details
of obtaining the constraints on U1 from B-anomalies are shown in appendix A
Current lower limits on masses of vector LQs with decay mode LQ→ tν/bτ is mLQ > 1530 GeV
reported by the CMS collaboration [78]. For g4 = 3.5,
υ23 + υ
2
1 =
4
g24
m2U > (874 GeV)
2, (43)
which is looser than the constraints from B-anomalies. Thus we consider combined constraints from
the LHC Higgs data and B-anomalies measurements, which is performed via minimizing
χ2 = χ2Higgs + χ
2
B, (44)
where χ2Higgs has been shown in Eq. (2) and χ
2
B is explained in Eq. (66). Assuming tree level contri-
butions induced by U1 dominant the NP contributions to B-anomalies. Fig. 3 shows two dimensional
likelihood contours at 68% and 95% C.L. in (υ23 + υ
2
1 , λV υ3) plane obtained from combination of the
LHC Higgs data together with measurements of B-anomalies. Best values of υ23 + υ
2
1 and λV υ3 read
υ23 + υ
2
1 = 1.496 ± 0.250 TeV2 and λV υ3 = −0.0315 ± 0.0473 TeV. (45)
Assuming λV = −0.1(−0.03), we show the constraints on υ3,1 in Fig. 4, which are obtained from
combined limits of LHC Higgs data and B-anomalies as well as the condition υ3 > υ1 > υ. The best
value of υ3 obtained under the assumption of λV = −0.1 does not in the allowed region as shown in
Fig. 4 (a), while that does for λV = −0.03 (see Fig. 4 (b)).
If the Higgs coupling and RD(∗) and RK(∗) precisely measured in the future, we can determine
VEVs υ3 and υ1. For λV = −0.03, at the best fit value point, we obtain
υ3 = 1.051 TeV and υ1 = 0.625 TeV. (46)
Equivalently, we obtain the mass of U1
mU =
1
2
g4
√
υ23 + υ
2
1 = 2.140TeV (47)
Then, one can determine or constrain other parameters in the model directly by using υ3 =
1.051 GeV and υ1 = 0.625 GeV, or together with other constraints. For example, we can directly
determine the masses of the other two new gauge particles g′ and Z ′ in the model [31]. Assuming
g4 = 3.5 and g3 = 1.07 as well as g1 = 0.364, we obtain
mg′ =
√
1
2
(g24 + g
2
3)υ
2
3 = 2.72 TeV, (48)
mZ′ =
√
1
4
(
3
2
g24 + g
2
1)(
1
3
υ23 + v
2
1) = 1.88 TeV. (49)
Alternatively, once two of the three massive particles U1, g
′ and Z ′ are found at the LHC or future
colliders, one can use these masses together with ξV to determine the U1-Higgs coupling λV .
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Figure 3: Two dimensional likelihood contours at 68% and 95% C.L. in (υ23+υ
2
1 , λV υ3) plane obtained
from combined limits of the LHC Higgs data together with constraints from B-anomalies measure-
ments. The cross is the best-fit value.
2
2
υ
υ
3  + υ
υ
1  (GeV )
3
3
(a) (b)
Figure 4: Limits on υ3 and υ1 from combination of Higgs fit and B-anomalies measurements as well
as phenomenological condition, υ3 > υ1 > υ. The U1 coupling is assumed with value of (a) λV = −0.1
and (b) λV = −0.03. The LQ is survived in the pink regions.
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5 Conclusions
B-anomalies may be a long-awaited new physical signal, and is discussed extensively as a hot topic.
The good performance in explaining B-anomalies indicates that LQ may be discovered in the near
future.
LQs with mass value of TeV-scale can considerably modify loop-induced Higgs processes, ggF
production and h → γγ decay, which depending on the coupling size of LQ interactions with the
Higgs boson. We study contributions of single scalar or vector LQ to loop-induced Higgs processes
by analyzing current LHC Higgs data. Scalar LQs are studied model-independently while vector LQ,
U1(3,1, 2/3), is discussed in so called the ’4321’model.
Constraints on sizes of portal interactions, λS = λS(υ/mS)
2, of all possible scalar LQs are obtained.
Currently, the constraints for all scalar LQs are still too loose to acquire exact information for scalar
LQ with mass of TeV scale, although accuracy of the result in this analysis is more than doubled
compared with previous one by analyzing Higgs data from LHC Run I [53].
For vector LQ, U1(3,1, 2/3), the size of interaction between U1 and Higgs boson is parameterized
as
ξV =
λV υυ3
υ23 + υ
2
1
,
where λV is the U1-Higgs coupling constant. The best value with standard error and 95% C.L. intervals
for ξV obtained from the Higgs fit read
ξV = −0.005 ± 0.008, ξV ∈ [−0.021, 0.011] .
The LQ coupling λV is constrained to be small (< 0.3) for TeV-scale mass U1, which is in accordance
with the prediction of the ’4321’ model.
Compared to the present precision on ξS(V ), the situation is expected to improve by a factor of 2.4
at the HL-LHC.
We provide a method to determine VEVs, υ3 and υ1, of new scalar fields, Ω3 and Ω1 in the
’4321’model, via the combination of the relation ξV = λV υυ3/(υ
2
3 + υ
2
1) together with direct searches
of U1 at colliders as well as other constraints such as measurements of RD(∗) and RK(∗) .
For conclusion, loop-induced Higgs processes ggF production and h → γγ decay are important
processes that contributions of new heavy particles such as LQs may hidden in. We expect more
precise measurements of Higgs properties in the future to guide us in the direction for LQ study.
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AContributions of U1 to RD(∗) and RK(∗)
For the charged current b→ cℓν, U1 modifies RD(∗) = B(B¯→D
(∗)τ−ν¯)
B(B¯→D(∗)ℓ−ν¯) (ℓ = e, µ) by [31]
∆RD(∗) =
Rexp
D(∗)
RSM
D(∗)
− 1
≈ 0.2
(
2 TeV
mU
)2 ( g4
3.5
)2
sin(2θLQ)
( sℓ3
0.8
)2 (sq3
0.8
)( sq2
0.35
)
. (50)
Setting θLQ = π/4, sℓ3 = sq3 = 0.8, sq2 = 0.35 and g4 = 3.5, we obtain
∆RD(∗) ≈ 0.2
(
2000 GeV
mU
)2
≈ 0.2(1143 GeV)
2
υ23 + υ
2
1
. (51)
For neutral currents b→ sℓℓ case, U1’s tree level contributions to Wilson coefficients Cµµ9 and Cµµ10
(Ci = C
SM
i +∆Ci) in the ’4321’ model are given by [31]
∆Cµµ9 |tree = − ∆Cµµ10 |tree =
2π
αemVtbV
∗
ts
CUβsµβ
∗
bµ, (52)
where CU = g
2
4υ
2/(4m2U ), βsµ = cθLQsq2sℓ2 , βbµ = −sθLQsq3sℓ2 . For θLQ = π/4, sℓ2 = 0.06, sq3 = 0.8,
sq2 = 0.35 and g4 = 3.5, we obtain
∆Cµµ9 |tree = − ∆Cµµ10 |tree = −0.46
(1143 GeV)2
υ23 + υ
2
1
(53)
One-loop log-enhanced processes at the scale of the bottom mass may also contribute to the neutral
currents sizeable. The contribution of the loops only to Cℓℓ9 , which, in the βbτ |Vts| ≪ βsτ limit, is
given by [31]
∆Cℓℓ9
∣∣∣
loop
(
m2b
) ≈ 1
3
∆RD(∗)
(
logxb − 1
s2τ
logxE2
)
, (54)
where xα = m
2
α/m
2
U , E2 is a vector-like lepton introduced in the model. The contribution is universal
for all leptons. Taking Eq. (51) in to the above equation and setting sτ = 0.8, mE2 = 850 GeV, we
have
∆Cℓℓ9
∣∣∣
loop
(
m2b
) ≈ 0.2
3
(1143 GeV)2
υ23 + υ
2
1
(
log
(
4.8 × 10−3 TeV)2
υ23 + υ
2
1
− 1
0.82
log
(0.97 TeV)2
υ23 + υ
2
1
)
. (55)
Thus U1 modifies the b→ sℓℓ processes via
δCµµ9 = ∆C
µµ
9,U1
∣∣∣
tree
+ ∆Cµµ9,U1
∣∣∣
loop
, (56)
δCµµ10 = − ∆Cµµ9,U1
∣∣∣
tree
, (57)
δCee9 = ∆C
µµ
9 |loop , (58)
δCee10 = 0. (59)
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In this analysis, we consider the U1 contributions to b→ sℓℓ processes in the case of
scenario A. only via tree level contributions (Eq. (53)), i.e.
δCµµ9 = −δCµµ10 = ∆Cµµ9,U1
∣∣∣
tree
, (60)
δCee9 = δC
ee
10 = 0.
scenario B. only via loop contributions (Eq. (54)), i.e.
δCµµ9 = δC
ee
9 = ∆C
µµ
9,U1
∣∣∣
loop
, (61)
δCµµ10 = δC
ee
10 = 0.
Fit to RD(∗) and RK(∗) measurements
The newest average values of RD and RD∗ including preliminary results at Belle II experiment [80]
are given by [79]
RD = 0.337 ± 0.030 and RD∗ = 0.299 ± 0.013, (62)
with a correlation of -0.36. The SM predictions of these two measurements read
RSMD = 0.300
+0.005
−0.004 and R
SM
D∗ = 0.251
+0.004
−0.003. (63)
Then we obtain
∆RD = 0.123 ± 0.101 and ∆RD∗ = 0.191 ± 0.054, (64)
the correlation between the two quantities reads -0.34.
Ref. [81] has updated the b→ s anomalies by including newest measurements of RK measured by
the LHCb collaboration [82], RK∗ measured by the Belle collaboration [83] as well as Bs,d → µ+µ−
measured by the ATLAS collaboration [84]. The best fit values of ∆Cµµ9,U1
∣∣∣
tree
and ∆Cµµ9,U1
∣∣∣
loop
read
respectively
∆Cµµ9,U1
∣∣∣
tree
= −0.41 ± 0.10 and ∆C9,U1 |loop = −1.01± 0.20. (65)
To obtain υ23 + υ
2
1 , we perform our fit to measurements in Eqs. (64) and (65) by minimizing
χ2B =
(
∆Rexp −∆Rthe
)
C−1∆R
(
∆Rexp −∆Rthe
)
+
(
∆Cexp9 −∆Cthe9
)2
(δCµµ9 )
2 , (66)
where ∆Rexp denotes the measurement of ∆RD(∗) and ∆R
the represents its theoretical prediction as
shown in Eq. 51. Similarly, ∆Cµµ,exp9 denotes ∆C
µµ
9 measured at experiments and ∆C
µµ,the
9 is its
theoretical prediction as shown in Eq. 53 or Eq. 54.
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Then, we obtain the best fit value and preferred 95% C.L. intervals of υ23 + υ
2
1 , for the case of
scenario A
υ23 + υ
2
1 = 1.496 ± 0.250 TeV2, (67)
υ23 + υ
2
1 ∈ [1.127, 2.226] TeV2 at 95%C.L., (68)
for the case of scenario B
υ23 + υ
2
1 = 1.220 ± 0.187 TeV2, (69)
υ23 + υ
2
1 ∈ [0.939, 1.748] TeV2 at 95%C.L.. (70)
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